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His aesthetic nudes were published in Esquire, Lui, Photographie and Zoom.n Many books such as Asian Ladies, Black Ladies, Do It Yourself, .n and The Bangles have sold over 100 million copies. In 1962, Rutges described her struggles and aspirations in the essay "Stars in the Grass" for Time Out magazine, noting that "no star has become a star simply because she was not vain enough and smug
enough. In my opinion, the stars should be too solid, so that someone does not notice that they are real stars. Rutgess joined Vetements in 1965. At that time, she worked as a fashion editor at Marie Claire. The idea of â€‹â€‹becoming a men's fashion editor was built on the fact that Dodo, the owner of Alexander McQueen, was a woman. For the magazine, Rutgges became a former hairdresser in order to
have good access to male stylists. In the sixties, she printed with designers such as Christian Dior, Sonia Rykiel, Huey Newton, Yves Saint Laurent, Hugo Boss and Carl Lagerfeld. Believing that the release of the magazine could not be successful, Reitges quit his job at Marie-Claire to start his own magazine of his own. She became the first woman to be invited to Swarovski. Reitgess is involved in a scam
involving the theft and sale of Swarowski jewelry.In 1966, Time magazine conducted an interview with Rutgrs, where she stated that she had never worn a wedding ring. "Time Out" will ask her to sign the photographs taken before 1970. However, Rutgers prevailed in 1970, and Costume National completed the digital repositioning, which is archived and shows that Ruth is the only Wonderbra to digitally

sign pre-1960 photographs.
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